Some preliminary considerations (in connexion with § § 92 of Salmon's ' Higher Algebra') are adduced in reference to the eliminants of the three equations in each of the variables; thus if X be the equation in x obtained by eliminating y and it is expressed in the form X = B"/F m+ B"F n -j-B/;Fp which afterwards proves useful. Then the ordinary case (above referred to) of Abel's theorem is treated on the lines laid down in Clebsch and Gordan's ' Treatise on the Abelian Functions;' and under the guidance of this the more general form is investi gated with the result ® being the symbol introduced by Boole. The remainder of this section is occupied with the discussion of two examples of this theorem. In the first, expressions are obtained for and n(tq-f-w2+ % ), E and II being the second and third elliptic integrals; and in the second example • • • + w 7) is considered. In Section II. the addition-theorem for the functions presented in Weierstrass's memoir (' Crelle,' t. lii., (1856), p. 285) is investigated. [It may be pointed out that the fundamental equations occur as natural examples of the more general form of Abel's theorem proved in Section I.; but the equations which are obtained almost immediately are identical with those used by W eierstrass, and so this case does not belong distinctively to the form of Abel's theorem for the curve of double curvature.] For the purpose of the section use is made of the '' integral-function," the partial differential coefficients of which with respect to the amplitudes give the squares of the Abelian functions. The theory is worked out at some length, and the necessary formulae are deduced from the fundamental equations in a manner somewhat different from that of W eierstrass. From the form first obtained for the sum of three integral-functions an important theorem is deduced in § 21, and a verification of this is afterwards furnished by the expansion of the two sides of the equation. I t is then applied, as already mentioned, to obtain the addition-theorem for the functions.
In § § 25, 26 is given the discussion of a particular case of the above, viz., when the functions are of the order 2, the fifteen functions being the quotients of all but one of the double theta-functions by that one. This has already formed the subject of a paper by Cayley in ' Crelle,' t. lxxxviii. (1878) , p. 74. Section I.
1.
Before proceeding to the consideration of the theorem it is necessary to indicate the form in which the eliminant of three equations in three variables (or in general of /x equations in /x variables) will be used. Then Ar bears to the minor of yr in E the same ratio as B, bears to the minor of y* in F : thus can in general be obtained neither so directly nor w ithout the help of the considera tions in Salmon's ' Higher Algebra,' § § 92, sqq. I f the three equations be each of the degree 2, the method will apply exactly as in the preceding paragraph and we obtain X -A , iF x+ A J F 2+ A*)3F 3 where A i 1 'Yx^y but if the equations be not of this degree, then the following is our rule. Let F 1? F 2, F 3 be of the degrees m, n, p respectively: then w which the variables satisfy, of degree not higher than -2 : thus we multiply F ,b y To show how this can be brought into the desired form the easiest plan will be to consider an example. L et
where the coefficient of the highest powers of z and y are constants and those of other powers are functions of x such as make the order of the highest expression in the term of the same order as the equation; thus, for instance
and so on. Then we have, since 1, n = 2, y>=3 y* y*z t/23 24 yZ 2/2 2/23 23 y3 . y* 23 V 2 1 y * A V i
A" D" E" B" E" G" .T" H" K" C" B A'' D" E" B" E" G" J" H" K" 0" C To find the eliminant we choose any 15 rows (leaving out say the y2F l5 yzYv zF2, yF3) and form a determinant, and then divide by E' 0 A ' F" D' E' F' G' 0 C B 0 0 0 0 A (As the object is to illustrate the general case and not merely to get the result in this particular case we have not selected those rows which leave the denominator in the simplest form.) In the determ inant of 152 constituents multiply each column by the quantity which stands a t the head of it, add the results horizontally along all the rows, and replace the constituents of the last column by these new constituents which are, in order,
so th at if we expand we have the numerator of our eliminant in the form
where the A's are determinants differing from the initial determinants in the last column alone; A'^j has for its constituents there the coefficients of Fj so long as F x occurs in the later form and then zeros; A '^ those of F 2 where it occurs and else where zeros; A'^g those of F 3 where it occurs and elsewhere zeros. Moreover, we know th at our eliminant is an integral function of x not extending in an infinite series; hence each of the coefficients A' m ust be divisible by u. I f not, one of the F 's (say F x) m ust be so divisible ; since ui s a funct u -0, F x= 0 whatever z and y may be. W e shall assume th a t such factors are removed before the investigation begins as they are useless for the purposes for which the functions are required; and hence we obtain our eliminant in the form A^j F jH" A^)3F 2+ A^gFg.
Similar remarks of course apply to Y and Z, the eliminants with regard to z and x} y and x.
4. W e may also obtain the result as follows : Between F w= 0, F/,= 0 eliminate z and denote th e eliminant by Xy; then, as we have already seen, Xy can be expressed in the form Between F " = 0, Fi> = 0 eliminate z and denote this eliminant by X y ; then X. y IXnF n " I f l /}F p . Now Xy, Xy are both functions of x and y ; eliminating y between them and denoting the eliminant by X we have X = p yKy-\-p'yX.,y
of the same form as before.
This method of expressing an eliminant obviously admits of generalisation to the case of r equations in r variables.
5. The preceding method enables us to obtain the eliminants of the equations with regard to the different variables in a particular form which is useful in the proof of the general theorem in § 7; b u t when the object is merely to obtain the equation giving the roots which are to form the upper limits of our integrals we should arrive at the result more easily as follows.
Obviously
where y^, constitute one of the m n pairs of roots of the equations
regarded as giving y, z in term s of x ; and the product is taken over all these pairs. Now the coefficients on the right-hand side will be symmetric functions of y and z, and these can be evaluated (by the method given in S almon's f H igher A lgebra/ § 74) in terms of x ; and there will be obtained the required equation in x.
Let
A bel's Theorem.
x(x> y)=°( i)
be an equation of the degree n which gives y in term s of x ; and let
0(x, y)
denote a function of x of degree m -reducible to degree n -1 a t most in y by means °f (i)-the coefficients of y in which are functions of x and contain any number of arbitrary constants. Treating ^= 0, 0 = 0 as two equations to deter the variables,, these arbitrary constants will enter into the expressions for the values of x,and will therefore vary when the latter vary. L et such a variation take place, so that~d Now in (v) the summation is for all the x 's and for one of the s, say yhl), which may be regarded in the following way. W hen the equation
is solved for y in terms of x, there will be n ro o ts; take one of these and denote it by y x, which is therefore a function of x. Substitute in turn x v . . . , xmn; then we obtain for yx a series of values, but all derived from the single root of • Thus
{y-1, 2, . . . , as the mn congruo for roots other than these A = 0 so that we may add on a number of vanishing terms to the right-hand side, and the removal of the restriction now gives while on the right-hand side it is over the n roots y of the equation x(x > 2 /) = 0. The variables on the right-hand side being the arbitrary constants in 0 which occur only in BO the factor -j, we may integrate, and we have as the result
agreeing with the form given in Professor Howe's memoir (Phil. Trans. 1881, p. 721). 7.
In the generalisation of the theorem we shall consider only two dependent variables y, z and one independent variable x ; it will be seen th a t the work would apply, mutatis m u t a n d i s , to k -1 dependent variables and one independent. L et the variables y and z be given as functions of x by the equations Let Z, X and Y be the eliminants of F*, F» and Fp respectively with regard to x and y, y and z, z and x ; then as explained in § 3 we may write so that for non-congruous values A is zero. Now whatever be the value of T it can be put into the form y, g)
<&(x, y, z)
where < £> and are rational integral algebraical functions of x, y and z ; and this can be expressed as
where U is an integral function of x, y and z and f{x ) is a function of x only. For it is the summation on each side being the same. B ut for all values not included in this summation we have A = 0 , and therefore the restrictions on the right-hand side may be removed without altering its value, and we shall consider the summation to extend over all the roots of F w= 0, F "=0 considered as equations in y and z and over all the roots x. Let a denote the minor of A, /3 th at of B, y th a t of C (in each case with the same suffix) in A. Then we have
Differentiating the first two of these with respect to and z separately and then inserting the values of x, y and z as they now occur on the right-hand side of (iii) we have 0 dY bFm and therefore a dY bT,
by a known theorem in determinants ; thus (iii) becomeŝ
Now expanding in partial fractions we have :=£■
X .
and therefore the right-hand side becomes
considered as expanded for the factors of X alone or, including in the expansion the term arising from , it is equal to 00 -" C L r 8F, USE, Ax -a 6(F,", F") X -A 4(F"" F") X b(y, z) -wherein the X implies summation for all values of y and z in terms of x from the equations F ,"=0 and F " = 0. Since these values are to be substituted we have
and therefore substituting this in the above which will replace the right-hand side of (iii) and inserting the value of dw the equation becomes
by the use of B oole's symbol © as before. The summation on the left-hand side is of course over th e m np roots x ; on the right-hand side it is over the roots y and z in term s of x of th e equations F w= 0 and F * = 0. W e may obviously integrate as before ; and using the distributive property of © we obtain as our result
8.
The general theorem will proceed on lines not widely different from th e above, and may be enunciated as follows, L et
erms of x x; and let be a function of these dependent variables, the coefficients of which are functions of x 1 containing any number of arbitrary constants. Form the eliminant E of all the F 's so th at we shall obtain the set of roots by equating E to zero ; and denote by U any algebraical rational integral function of x lf
• . . PV Then 
X
the summation on the left-hand side being taken over all the roots of the equation E = 0 , which are assumed as the upper limits of the integrals, while on the right-hand side the summation is over all the roots of F^O , F 2= 0 , . . . , Fr-1= 0 considered as r -l simultaneous equations giving x2, x3, . . . xr in 9.
Returning now to (iv) the conditions that the right-hand side should reduce to a constant are :-That f(x ) = \, or be a factor of U ; 1°a nd 2°:
which will be satisfied by
Now J is of the order m + n -2 in greater than m + n -4. In this case the number of terms in it will be
But if the integrals j d xb e formed they are not all independent for
where Y m and Y u are arbitrary functions of the orders m -4 and n -4 respectively, and contain m-l.m-2.m -3 , n -l.n -2.n-3 -and -1.2,3 1,2.3
terms. Hence the number of independent integrals in the case when the right-hand side reduces to a constant or to zero is
This assumes that the surfaces F W i and Fw are the most general of the degrees m and n respectively and so possess no special singularities.
10. Abel's theorem in the more simple case applies to the intersection of plane curves. There is a fixed curve given by
x(x > y and integrals connected w ith this curve are taken, the upper limits assigned being the abscissae of its points of intersection w ith another curve, the equation to which 0(x, 3/) = °c ontains a number of variable param eters and therefore represei^ts a variable curve. B ut the more general form of th e theorem extends the application to curves in space. W e take the curve which is th e intersection of two surfaces
(and which will, as a rule, be a tortuous curve), and forming the corresponding integrals we assign as the upper lim its of these the ordinates x of the points of inter section of this tortuous curve w ith a surface th e equation to which F^x , y ,z ) = 0 containing a number of variable param eters represents a variable surface.
The discussion of this geometrical interpretation and of the deductions to which it leads has been carried out in a memoir by Clebsch (' C relle/ t. lxiii., p. 189, 1863), wherein he proceeds from the theorems which are the forms of (iv) and (v) when the right-hand sides are zero. Exam ple I. which follows was suggested by an analogous geometrical illustration which Professor Cayley gave in one of his lectures at Cambridge in th e Michaelmas Term, 1881, wherein he pointed out how to obtain sn(w-h'V-J-w) from the analytical expression for the co-planarity of the four points of intersection of an arbitrary plane (corresponding to FJB = 0 ) w ith a fixed tortuous curve in space which was th e intersection of a circular cylinder and an elliptic cylinder respectively corresponding to F w= 0 and F w= 0 .
W e now proceed to consider two examples of (iv).
11.
ExampleI.
The eliminant X is obviously X = n { A £ r-ld b P (l --& 2 £ C 2 ) 4 } II denoting the product of the four expressions which the above includes owing to the two double signs. I t is evidently of the fourth degree in x \ let the roots be x lf x 2, x& f #4• As there are three arbitrary constants there will be one relation between these four roots, and this can be exhibited in the form 2 x 2
x i V\ i = 0. 
E(?q) + E ( m2) + E (w3) -E ( mj + % + « -3)

8k2cr/c& A (cr3 4-« 3-F 8 3) 3 4 4
As a verification of our formula assume so that Then since the equation
A,(? -|-B c d -C (i= 1
has three equal roots, the values of A, B and C for our case will obviously be given by Asj-j-Bcj "}~Oc/x -1
A -B --C P -! = 0
c,
B^+ C P^O ;
for if we write sx-|-£ for sx in the first, the coefficient of £ must vanish, which condition gives the second equation; and similarly for the third. These last two equations give and substituting in the first we find From these we have at once
and we therefore have to verify th a t 3E (« )-E (3 « )=1-^^r a . 
Now the ordinary addition formula for E is E(«)-4-E(v)-E (w+ v)= &:2 snwsm;sn (ii-\-v)
Example II.
Take Y m and F* as in example I., but now let
Fp = A z y + (B x + C )y + (H x + D )z -G x 2-F x -l ,
in effect the most general quadric relation. The eliminant X will be of the degree 8, and as there are seven arbitrary constants there will be only a single relation between the roots x lf x 2, . . x8, which can be expressed in the form 
1n-\ ^[_2 (u's-zw^f*~x 2 (ws+zwl)2,i~i
V^C i 2n-l - ,2n-2 (w^ -zzwx2) %n-1 { ( A z
-\-w2)2n l(w2 > -\-zw^)2n 1 -(w2-A l(ws-zw^fn *}
So far as th e result is concerned, the expression within the inner bracket is
MDCCCLXXXIII. 
Y
A G + B H + -(A F + B D + C H )
FG
Abelian f u n c t i o n s
, after W eierstrass.
13. The theory of these functions is detailed in a paper by W eierstrass in Crelle's Journal, t. lii., b u t such formulae as may be necessary in w hat follows will be proved. L et and therefore M will contain x -ak as a factor. Moreover, y3 contains x -as a factor and therefore in M2y2 we shall have x -raised to the third power; and therefore if we expand N in ascending powers of x -t h e first term is of the order
Hence has A (x -ak) as its first term and so vanishes when But this is the additional condition th at x = a k should satisfy the satisfied it proves that ak may occur as a triple root provided M = 0 N = 0 when x -cik. That is to say, two conditions are necessary for each root, or 2 in all; but as there are 2 pd isposable constants these can all be satisfied and so th the proposition is established. But as N is only of the degree p -1 in a?, while-it has to vanish for p values, it must be identically zero; and we choose M = y 2, so that the equation is M2y2= 0 which is obvious beforehand.
14. Applying now the general theorem from § 6 we have A=p X , ,
since v ■ -is an integral function of x, and when ---^ expand cending powers of x the highest index of x is -■ § ■ * W e have shown th a t a1} may be regarded as triple roots of the equation for the roots, and thus we may take as the constant Hence ra\ P amj (x-dp)x/E(x) for all values of r included in 1, 2,..., 2 p + 1. I t is easy to verify th at are the roots of (9) ( r=l(dr -dx) (dr -d2) . . . (dr -dp)
10)
By a known theorem of Abel's we have (11). 15. Taking now our set of integrals u we have
Multiply these respectively by ¥'(a\* ' ' * an<^ a(ld ' then, in virtue of equation (11),
IT is obviously a symmetric function of the cc's, a.nd is therefore a function of the s.
16.
Again solving the equations (12) regarded as giving ^ for different values of X, we have* l _ a/RQpa) 1 
where s may be any of the integers 1, 2, . . . , 2yo + l. 
1, 2,
, 2/d+ I . Evidently alr,,= a lSir , and there are therefo alr t ; these, together with the 2/3+1 functions als, are the functions of the theory. (They are, of course, not all independent; the complete system of relations among them may be found in the fifth section of the first chapter of the memoir already quoted.) Further 1 balr __ixp 1 alr bus \ = i ar-xx bus and in which 
but r, s may not be equal. If r^p, this serves as a verification of (14). Again, since x lt x 2, . . . , xp are the roots of (1
In this write x = a p+r, ( r = l , 2, . . . , p + 1 ); then
__ til p + r--
which expresses p + 1 functions alp+r each in terms of the p functions alv • • • > By (20) and (14) implies th at there is a homogeneous relation between the quantities ap+r; this we may reject. The former leaves f arbitrary or non-existent, and so there would be only p equations to determine /o + l quantities, a difficulty, however, obviable at any time by assigning some new equation to make up the requisite number; but \ = 0 simplifies the resulting equations in which it occurs, and therefore this is selected. Let us assume as our new equation
where vi s a quantity which may have a definite value assigned to it at any time, if desired. Thus we have 6U s=p 1 --t and therefore
similar in form to (14). 18. Let us obtain the new u's explicitly from the above equa we have* 20. As an example of (22) and (23) On the expansion of each side in terms of the u 's and as is done below, it is at once seen that the lower sign is the correct on e; and therefore
This may be called the addition theorem for the integral-function; by putting p = 1 and referring to the example worked out in the last section, it is at once seen to be the addition theorem for elliptic integrals of the second order.
22. In the expansion of the two sides in terms of and the first term is sufficient to indicate the correct sign in the above; but it is not uninteresting to see the agreement for terms of a higher order, and the expansion is carried on as far as the order seven in the magnitudes u.
Proceeding therefore to form the expansion of U in terms of the s, write, with 
where 2' denotes that r may receive all values between 1 and p except m. Thus correct to the fifth order ; and as sm is of the order u this expansion will be sufficient for the expansion of U in (27) accurately to the seventh order. The equation (28) holds for m -1, 2, . . . ,
p.
Inverting it in order to obtain s in term s of u 's we find th a t to the fifth order 
